Mgmt Hub WG Minutes

August 13 Minutes:

Agenda - Logistics, Overview, Q&A, how to get involved

BP: Let WG know if a different meeting time would be better
BP: Overview of component focusing on Mgmt Hub components
BP: Visit Quick Start and start contributing

DCM: Would like to see how OH fits within the other LF Edge projects
DCM: What are the supported architectures for the Mgmt. Hub?
    BP: Just x86_64, we can discuss requirements for other architectures, not a short discussion

Joe:
    ● Present how OH fits within other LF Edge projects
      ○ https://lfedge.slack.com/archives/C0173QQTAAZ/p1597334168007800

DCM:
    ● Provide context in Wiki/etc.. for WG relationship to other OH and LFE WG efforts
      ○ https://lfedge.slack.com/archives/C0173QQTAAZ/p1597327261001200
    ● Stop calling ESS a Model Management Service and identify MMS as component-to-be
      ○ Proposing adding first-class support for a model object
      ○ Proposing that we re-name MMS after its actual function
    ● Define architectural support for management hub (i.e. we call agree amd64 is sufficient or we decide if additional architectures, and which, are needed)
      ○ https://lfedge.slack.com/archives/C0173QQTAAZ/p1597328172003100